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It is shown that the observed lo-20 per cent difference between the 

n-p and p-p effective ranges in the 
1.. So state implies a corresponding 

difference in the effective mass of the boson system.exchanged between 

the two nucleons irhich cannot be accounted for by Paown charge-dependent 

effects arising from the one-pion-exchange. Since cyurrent models for 

the intermediate andshort range interactions in this state ascribe them 

primarily to the exchange of 1 = 0 boson systems, we conclude that a 

substantial I f 0 component of the crossed channels may have been omitted 

from these models. 
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II. Pierre 

obtained from p-p sczttering [l] disagrees with the .value of 2..51 t O.i.'LF 

c?'etermined from n-p scattering [2], indicating a departure from charge 

independence which is hard to understand in terms of current models. For 

a zero-energy wave fuiict ion which is close to zero at short distances (as 

required by the change .'in sign of the phase shift near 235 MeV) and which 

approaches the asymptotic value rapidly at long range (as required by the, 

relative weakness of 0P3), ~the observed effect, naively interpreted, 

requires the n-p intermediate range attraction to be of shorter range and/or ' . 

weaker than the corresponding p-p interaction, which is opposite to the 

expected couiomb effect. We present here a dispersion-theoretic model : 

which confirms this.qiralitatLve conclusion. 

The model adopted for the 1 'S o aqi itude, 'exp (i~5~) sin 60/C2q . 1 

? 1/(s(q2) 4- (-q2)4?} is to take s(p"> = A + Rq2 + Cq*(l-rCq2)/(l+Dq2,)(&q2). ' 

One-pion-exchange can be approximately represented by requiring this ampli- 

Th = ~~ri?-~h,'8Mi) This 1s .accom$lished by calculating D and C from 

the equations 

I? = (A -I- Kf - ~.)/4Kyl/rl-i i g/&K - R) ;. 

Here f, (I, h, and $", whkh take account of couionio effects, are given, 

by Wong and Noyes.fj], and are equal to unS.ty in the n-p case. To take 
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contains only attractive farces, predicts a T$zas- p shift which is everywhere 

positive and whj.ch lies som~hat above the obsexved values in the high 

energy region. TO give a. Ch%~?@~ Of B l@Y in the phase shift between 2% and 

230 MeV in agreement with experiment, we need s-bqly take 0.1.5 < r 1 < 0.155. 

by an appropriate choice of' x0' but this tuxns out to req,uixe -Cro/Drl < R, 

and hence a model w:.tZi a CDD pole tina't. causes the phase shift to pass 

through $30' at very high erlergy. WP the~~~~e XZC~:>~X~ x5 - (DR~~/-C) f G, 

G > 0. This lnzures -chat if' txo edditi.onal poles occur fox q": < 0, tQe 

intermediate rringe force vi.ll IX attractive and the short range force will 

be repulsive, _ in apreei2ent with 01;11" cmrent understand.i-ng of the lsO 
_ 

Jnteraction. j?t, does rj3-t [guarantee that these two poles will occur on the 

sheet, corxesponding to a diflerer-t ty'pe OI.? CDD situation. Faxtunat$y, 

fox r = O.&y, E s;&.i, and $ < 15, ~sol~.;iions can be fetid. These 
1 

three pole .model.s pxedicl; a phase skiI?. iykig evexywhere heiow the empirical 

empirical situation. , Fuxthex t alth~~gt? the.pxedicted shape parameter is * . 
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somewhat srmiier for the three-pole rdel, ix still lies within the experi- 

mentai error ssslg~i'ed in ll]. I< 

Having determined the parameters Of the models f3;& p-p experiments,, 
. 

we locate the positiol;s of'.the dne or two remaining poles and evaluate their 

residues. The correspokdkg n-p scattering can'then be predicted by solving 

. the usuai R/D equat-ions. Xe find that a slight modification of the strength 

of the intermediate .range' attraction, give s agrezmen”c with the observed n-p 

scattering length, but tha,t the predicted effective'range is longer than the 

'.p-p value for al1 two and three pole models. 3~ a correlated change in the 

strength and range of this attraction, ITS cun achieve agreement with the 

observed n-p effective range as well. as .the scattering leng-th, 3ut only if 

the effktive mazs of the system exchanged. is 10-20 per cent heavier than 

1 in the p-p case. In spite of the extreme Sei2S kitivity of the interaction 
. 

parameters due to the closeness co the CD3 situation, this ren:ains true . 

when the charge-dependent effects in the cne-pion-exchange are included, * 

i.l' due care i.s exercised in the numerical t7ork. 

The substantial charge-dependent effect found is hard to understand 

in terms of currerk models. These explain the intermediate range attraction 

by the exchange of the fLl13C or some other I = 0 X-X S Wave effect and the 

I = 0 q, whiie they attribute.the short range repulsion pr&rily t0 the 

.,.I= - 0 cu and 9, none of ;rhich can explain the observed effect. We conclude 

that there must be a Mbstantial intermediate' Tange contribution from the p, 

which in its'elf would be surprising, or from some as yet not suSpected I #.O 

componetit of the K-X system. Hence, w-h il this effect is uriderstood, models 
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